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Coin Pouch 

Coin Pouches have been used over the centuries by both men and women to keep track of their riches.  

Whether you use the coin pouch for money or your favorite treasures you will find this project to be fun 

and simple. 

Objective:  Learn to sew a basic whip stitch by hand, how to sew on a button, and how mathematics 

applies to sewing. 

Ages: 3rd-12th Grade 

Time: 1-2 hours  

Supplies: 

• Marking pencil or pen 

• Ruler 

• 2-3 sewing pins 

• Sewing Needle 

• Scissor 

• 8” X 6” square of Felt 

• 2 yards of Embroidery Floss 

• 1 button 

Activity Directions: 

1. Lay your felt square in a portrait orientation (short edge on bottom). 

2. Using the ruler measure up 2 inches from the bottom of the rectangle, make a mark at 2 

inches using your marking tool.  Then measure over 3 inches from one side of the rectangle, 

line the ruler up with the 2-inch mark and make a small X in that location.  This is the location 

for your button. 

3. Thread the needle with enough thread to sew the button on (approximately 12 inches). 

4. Tie a knot in one end of the thread. 

5. Begin stitching by inserting the needle into the back side of the fabric pulling it to the top 

side centering the button on the “X”.  Place needle through one hole of the button and move 

the button up to the felt and hold it in place.  Insert the needle through the other hole and 

pull it through to the back side.  Continue to stitch from the bottom to the top and top 

bottom going through each hole on the button.  Stitch through the button 4-5 times.  When 

the needle is at the back of the felt rectangle, run the needle through the loops of the 

thread and tie a knot. 

6. Once the button is secure, turn the fabric over so the button is face down. 
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7. Fold the bottom (with the button) up and use the ruler to measure up 3 ¼ inches.  Pin the 

bottom flap into place using the sewing pins. 

8. Marking your stitch lines:  Using your ruler, measure in ¼ inch on all side and make a mark.  

Draw a line down all 4 sides.  Turn the rectangle over and repeat. 

9. Thread the needle with enough thread to sew around 3 sides of the pouch.  This does not 

include the folded edge. (approximately 8 inches) 

10. Tie a knot in one end of the thread. 

11. Begin stitching by inserting the needle into the corner of fold between the two layers.  This 

will help hide the knot and the thread will be on the outside of the pouch.  Insert the needle 

close to the fold on ¼ line you marked ahead of time.  Wrapping the needle and thread to the 

back side of the pouch, insert the needle into the felt approximately a ¼ inch from the first 

stitch and on the ¼ inch line.  Continue to insert the needle at ¼ inch increments by allows 

inserting the needle through the back of the pouch.  This will create a whip stitch. 

12. Sew around all three sides of felt rectangle not including the fold. 

13. When you get the opposite corner, insert the needle into the space between the folded corner 

and tie a knot.  This will hide the knot inside the pouch. 

14. The final step is to create a loop to close the pouch.   

15. Thread the needle with approximately 6 inches of thread. 

16. Tie a knot in one end of the thread. 

17. Using your ruler, measure over 3 inches on pouch flap and make a mark.  From the 3-inch mark, 

measure over a ¼ inch on each side a make a mark.  These outside marks are for each side of 

your loop. 

18. Beginning on the inside of the pouch flap, insert the needle and pull the thread through to the 

front side.  Measure the loop to approximately 1 inch down and 1 inch back.  Insert the needle 

through the top of the pull the thread to the back side, leaving your 2-inch loop to wrap 

around the button. 

19. Unthread the needle and tie a knot in the end of the thread. 

20. Fold the flap down and loop the embroidery floss around the button. 

Facilitation Questions: 

• How did you use Math and measuring to create your Pouch? 

• What was the easiest part of the project? 

• What was the most difficult part of the project? 

• What might you do differently next time you do this activity? 

• How else can you decorate your pouch? 

 


